TOMB NUMBER 19

A) GENERAL

DATE: 9/6/01 and 22/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & JH IS

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Northern

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 235°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

At top of the hill, area is flat with slight gradient. This tomb is located on top of a very large body of bedrock and rubble, small bushes surround the tomb, one tall tree grows immediately N of the box and low shepherds wall (.5m in height) is to the W. 15m and 302° to T20. 180° and 17m to Tower C N cnr. 14m and 156° to T18.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor, 70% its surfaces have been badly eroded. A complete tomb present, very small and not in situ. Box is highly elevated and balances on a base of small ashlar blocks and bedrock. The base is falling askew, 3 sides of the box have been broken away and the lid lies upside down to the NW of the box. The tomb is obstructed by short thick bushes and loose rubble.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE:
Semicircular

SQUARE CUT RIDGE:
Yes

AKROTERIA:
No

MORTAR:
No

GENERAL CONDITION:

The lids surface is badly pitted and 90% eroded. Lid is upside down and embedded in rubble and soil beneath and NW of the box. SE end has been broken off. Unusual in having no evidence of bosses, a very plain and small lid with no features.

INCISED:
No

RELIEF:
No

BOSSES:
No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor. A very small box, with 40% erosion. The entire N flank of the box has been broken away, and the majority of the E and W sides have been destroyed also. It currently has the appearance of a park bench because of its size and modified shape. Still located on the base, not in its original orientation. Mortar on SE cnr. Very simple, unadorned tomb.
INCISED: No
INSCRIBED: No
RELIEF: No
PANEL: No
TABULA ANSATA: No
PILLOWS: No
WALL THICKNESS: 13 cms
PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair, 65% erosion. The base is a very large raised mound of natural bedrock, the top has been sheared smooth for the box to sit on. A layer of small ashlar blocks elevates the N flank of the box. Despite some of these small blocks of the N flank (three of four remain) missing the box is very stable.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes, very small ones.
STEPS: No
BEDROCK: Yes
HOLLOW CAVEY BELOW BOX: Yes
PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Bedrock mound sheared flat at the top and propped up with small ashlar blocks to allow the box to be level.
E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

This tomb is one of the smallest on site, it may have been for a child, or a very small individual.

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 6: 2-3  7/06/01.

![Tomb 19 - looking N.](image)
Tomb 19 - looking SE.
TOMB NUMBER 20

A) GENERAL

DATE: 8/6/2001 and 22/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & IS JH

NECROPOLIS GROUP: Northern

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 220°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

13m and 156° to T19.
28m and 140° to T18
26.14m and 160° to the N cnr wall of Tower C.
17.5m and 240° to of E facing fortification walls.
Modem wall (around .5m high) built by shepherds as a goat is S.
Almost at top of a hill. In a protected grove of three trees, two of which are olive trees.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair, 80% erosion. An entire Tomb, lid, box and base in original configuration and orientation. The lid is a large shapeless and rounded lump that is highly eroded. It is
mortared to the base which is remarkably shallow, this base is then entirely cradled by a bedrock base. This tomb is partly embedded into side of the Hill. The NW flank is largely completely buried, there is a very shallow crypt beneath the box. Mortar appears between the lid and base and also between the rubble found on the SE flank of the box. The entire tomb is very low in height, all of the constituent parts of the tomb are shallow/short.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Triangular, difficult to assess as it is so badly eroded.

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: No

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes, between box and lid.

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, 90% erosion. Appears to be a very roughly hewn slab of rock, was previously mistakenly thought to be the largely destroyed base of a large box. Found in one large piece, the NE end appears to be damaged and some of the lid looks as thought it is missing. Large bulge on the SW end may be a boss, very difficult to tell due to extensive erosion. The roof of the lid looks much like a saddle, the centre of the lid has been worn away, it forms the following shape:

![Diagram of a saddle-shaped roof]

INCISED: No

RELIEF: Yes

FACES: SW

DESCRIBE: Could be boss on SW cnr, very badly eroded.

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: Unable to tell.

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: Could be boss on SW end.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES: Badly eroded
SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

lid is solidly mortared to the box, a very short lid in comparison to other tombs. The lid is very close to the ground.

C) BOX

GENERAL CONDITION:

A very short box (.42m), entirely cradled in base. What little is visible is in Good condition. The box is partly buried in the ground on the N and E end, and is largely obscured by base. Mortared rubble used in construction on SE flank, no visible breaks.

Tomb 20 - looking at W face. JH 7/06/01.

INCISED: No
INScribed: No
RELIEF: No
PANEL: No
TABULA ANSATA: No
PILLOWS: Not Visible
WALL THICKNESS: Not Available
PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:
The SE flank has a particularly unusual feature, part of the box appears to be constructed from mortar and rubble. Another very unusual aspect of this box is that it has no visible breaks, nor are any found in the lid. It appears that this tomb may be the only one on site that is unrobbed. Whatever was buried with the dead in the tombs of Aperlae may still be within the protected walls of the shallow box which is further protected by being cradled within a very solid bedrock base.

Tomb 20 rubble around mortar of box SE corner - looking N. JH 7/06/01.

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Good, base entirely cradles the box, particularly on the SW end. Very precisely hewn to cradle the box and to elevate it so that a crypt was created.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: No
STEPS: No
BEDROCK: Yes
HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Very shallow bedrock base, well hewn, difficult to differentiate box and base, particularly on the SE flank.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

Unusual that a base entirely cradles a box. The use of mortar would also indicate a tomb of Roman date or after.

The fact that the lid can be mistaken for a largely destroyed base of a box may have protected this tomb through the ages from the ravages of robbers. This discovery of what is our only completely intact tomb, is worthy of further investigation. The tomb is also going to need protection from modern treasure hunters and thieves.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 7: 25 6: 4-6 7/06/01.
Tomb 20 - looking NE.

Tomb 20 - looking NW.
TOMB NUMBER 21

A) GENERAL

DATE: 10/6/2001 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & AD JH IS

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 240°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

254° and 15.2m to NW corner Lower Church.
182° and 17m to NE corner Tower E.
7.7m and 44° to T24.
Local houses and sea visible. High concentrations of small rocks, rubble litters the ground in this area.

Tomb 21, looking SE towards the Tas Pinar residence. L.Vann, 3/06/98.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair, 70% erosion, an entire tomb, not in original configuration however. Lid as been removed and lies parallel to the box immediately N of the box. Box and base in situ. Large pile of stone rubble between lid and base obscuring N face of base. Box and lid discoloured by large white spots cause by unusual erosion patterns. Semi circular break and incised panel on the S flank of the box.

B) LID  

SHAPE:  

POINTED ARCH:  

SQUARE CUT RIDGE:  

AKROTERIA:  

MORTAR:  

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 70% erosion, surface is very rough. Found in upside down immediately N and lying parallel to the box and base. White spots of discolouration on the surface.

Tomb 21 - looking SE. JH 7/06/01.
INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, square and semi circular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Fair 50% erosion. Boss on E is almost completely sheared off.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 50% erosion, surface very rough. Box in one piece. Large break in top middle of S flank. White spots of discolouration on the surface.

INCISED: Yes

FACES: S

DESCRIBE: Long thin rectangular panel incised into surface.

INSCRIBED: No

RELIEF: No

PANEL SHAPE: Yes

Rectangular

TABULA ANSATA: No

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 18 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:
D) BASE

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair condition, very overgrown with plant life, 70% erosion. W and N ends largely buried. Box is cradled within or set into the base. Base is 2 stepped and made of large ashlar blocks.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes NO: 2

BEDROCK: No

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Yes

DESCRIBE/RECORD MEASUREMENTS: Both 10 cms diameter. 9cm depth. The divot in the SE cnr was excavated with the permission of the Turkish Government Representative. It was found to extend to a depth of 9cm.

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Box is cradled in the top step of the base of ashlar blocks. A Cavity has been created with a worked opening that allows one to view the crypt on the W end.

SPECIAL FEATURES / OTHER INFO ON BASE:
The divot that was excavated proved to be very deep and full of small fragments of ceramic/pottery, one piece of which is in the above photograph.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 6: 24-26 7/06/01.
Tomb 21 - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 22

A) GENERAL

DATE: 10/6/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & AD JH IS

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 228°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

28m and 208° to tower E's NE cnr.
13.2m and 238° to T21.
237m and 140° to T22.
Under large trees to E of Tower E. NE of the Lower Church.
Local houses and sea visible. High concentrations of small rocks and rubble litter the ground in this area.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good, 30% erosion. Large intact box is in situ and in original orientation upon a 2 stepped base. The lid has been removed and broken, and it lies only meters S of the box and base in 3 fragments. There is a large tree growing immediately E of the base. The incised box is elevated from the ground by the ashlar and bedrock stepped base. The lid is randomly strewn about the area below.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Pointed Arch

AKROTERIA: Yes

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION: No
Very Poor, 80% erosion and in 3 large fragments. 
The first of the fragments are located 2m S of the box and base. 
The second fragment 4.7m sout S of the box and base. 
The third and largest fragment is 3.2 m SW of the box and base, upside down with the Square cut ridge partially buried.

INCISED: No
RELIEF: No
BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 5 visible, Square.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:
Fair 50% erosion. End bosses are smaller than flank bosses.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Good, 50% erosion in one piece. Large semicircular break at top of S flank of box, this has broken part of the rectangular panel on the S flank also.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE: Rectangular panel.
INSCRIBED: No
RELIEF: No
PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Rectangular
TABULA ANSATA: No
PIILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 16 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present

GENEAL CONDITION:

Good, 50% erosion. Box resting on 1 step of on ashlar blocks. Ashlar block resting on 1 bedrock step which rests on an unworked mound of bedrock. North face of base obstructed by large stones and earth. Large hole in the bedrock step on the S flank, looks like it has naturally eroded. Allows one to view cavity.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes 2 steps. 1 ashlar, 1 bedrock.

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes, cavity formed within the Ashlar blocks.

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Base is large ashlar blocks forming 1 step, these are upon a bedrock step that rests on an raised mound of unworked bedrock.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA
Tomb 22 lid looking E. Lid is in 3 fragments.
Tomb 22 - looking NW.
Tomb 22 - looking NE
TOMB NUMBER 23

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/2001 and 24/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & JH IS AD

NECRROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 216°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

9m and 206°SE to T22.
10m 38° to T24.
6m and 234° to quarry S of tomb.
Shepherds house constructed of wood and stone, with a cement roof (near tomb 27) to NNE.
This tomb is at one of the highest points upon the ridgeline of the site, located in a sheltered grove, surrounded on the E, W and N sides by large walls of bedrock. Can see Water from here.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor, 70% erosion. A box and lid only, lid is upside down and located only meters S of the box. Box is largely buried and full of soil, plant life and rubble. Box badly damaged on the SE cnr, 3 visible faces all incised with panels.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Triangle

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 70% erosion, found in one piece upside down S of the box. Ridge is buried in ground. Large bush obstructs the N and S flanks of the lid. Cnrs on W end are broken.

INCISED:  No

RELIEF:  No

BOSSES:  Yes
CARVED FIGURES:  No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES:  6, Semi Circular and Rectangular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:  Poor, eroded and unusually small.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX  Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, 80% erosion. Large break on SE corner. Full of rubble and soil and largely buried.

INCISED:  Yes
FACES:  S, W, E
DESCRIBE:  Rectangular panels on all sides, ligature marks from eroded lettering found in the S panel.

INSCRIBED:  Yes
FACES:  S

IN PANEL:  Yes
OUTSIDE PANEL:  No

NO. OF LINES:  7
% LEGIBLE:  2% more ligatures than letters.

RELIEF:  No

PANEL:  Yes
SHAPE:  All Rectangular
TABULA ANSATA: No

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 15 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Unguentarium found near on the ground in the immediate proximity of T23. This would indicate a female tomb (as they were never entombed with males) - these are designed to be broken inside tomb and are full of oil and perfume. In classical times - in Hellenistic especially, in Roman times were empty but still smashed inside the tomb as a tradition. Personal Communication with Mr Reyhan Korpe, of Canakale Museum (2001 Turkish Government Representative).

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 6: 35, 8: 29-31 7/06/01.
Tomb 23 - looking NW.

Tomb 23 - looking NE.
TOMB NUMBER 24

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/06/01 and 24/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JHJM & JH IS AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 220°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

10m and 226° to T23.
13m and 76° to T25.
20m and 354° to shepherds house constructed of wood and stone, with a cement roof (near tomb 27).
Located on a steep part of the slope, can see water and stone jetty, and isthmus.

Tomb 24, looking SW. L. Vann, 11/06/98.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor, 70% erosion. All parts of the tomb present, although not in situ. Lid is in two large fragments and lies upside down in the soil immediately S of the box and base. The box is elevated on a base of bedrock. The tomb is obstructed by bushes on the S and E and W faces. Box has break hole on the N flank.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Pointed Arch

AKROTERIA: Not Visible, buried.

MORTAR: No

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, 80% erosion. Lid is in two large fragments, it lies upside down in the soil parallel to the box, .46m to the S, highly weathered. Incised with a 'Crusader Shield' design. NE corner missing, SW end obstructed by large trees.

INCISED: Yes

FACES: E

DESCRIBE: End incised in the 'Crusader Shield' design with two triangular panels.

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: 5 visible, shape unrecognisable.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Very poor, all very eroded, E end almost completely missing.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:
C) BOX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL CONDITION:</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCISED:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACES:</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIBE:</td>
<td>4 rectangular panels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSCRIBED:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELIEF:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANEL:</td>
<td>Yes, on all sides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAPE:</td>
<td>All rectangular.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABULA ANSATA:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PILLOWS:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALL THICKNESS:</td>
<td>14 cms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PILASTERS:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each face has an uninscribed rectangular panel.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D) BASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL CONDITION:</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHLAR BLOCKS:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPS:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BEDROCK: Yes
HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: No
PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Yes
DESCRIBE/RECORD MEASUREMENTS: 13 cms diameter, 9cm depth.

Divot on the NE cnr the base of tomb 24. Looking down. JH, 10/06/01.

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:
Natural bedrock base, hewn flat at the very top to support the box.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:
Permission to clear the divot was granted by the Turkish Government Representative and small pieces of ceramic were found in the contents.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED
Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA
PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 6: 31-32, 8: 0 7/06/01.
Tomb 24 - looking W.

Tomb 24 - looking SW.
TOMB NUMBER 25

A) GENERAL

DATE: 13/06/2001 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On land

BEARING: 257°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

8m and 46° to T26.
14m and 250° to T24.
45m and 322° to shepherds house constructed of wood and stone, with a cement roof (near tomb 27).
Water and stone jetty and the isthmus can be seen from here, N of the E Baths.
This tomb is one of the highest upon the site, so much so that it can be seen clearly from the shore.

Tomb 25, Looking SW. L. Vann 13/06/97.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good, 20% erosion, very little weathering of bosses and edges of the tomb. Entirely intact tomb in its original configuration and orientation. Lid on box on base and in situ. Bushes obstruct S face of tomb. Incised and inscribed panel on the S face. Very small semi circular hole in the N flank also. Large rock rubble obstructs N face, especially the base.

B) LID

SHAPE:          Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA:      No

MORTAR:        Yes, between lid and base, and base and lid.

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. 40% erosion. In one on box in situ. Surface is weathered, but the features (boss and square cut ridge) exhibit very little signs of erosion.

INCISED:       No

RELIEF:        No

BOSSES:        Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, all pointed arches.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Good 10%. Bosses on the E and W ends are quite eroded.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:
C) BOX

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. 10% erosion. One Piece. Box on base in situ. Semi circular break at the top of the S flank, this has damaged an inscribed panel. Very small semi circular hole in the N flank also.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE: Ligatures present.

INSCRIBED: Yes
FACES: S

IN PANEL: Yes
OUTSIDE PANEL: No

NO. OF LINES: Not Visible
% LEGIBLE: 0%, completely illegible, ligatures only.

RELIEF: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE: Square panel and ansata.

PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Square

TABULA ANSATA: Yes
SHAPE: Sigma

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 22 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

Red mortar between base and box on the S and W sides.
D) BASE

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, 30% erosion. Still in place. Small tree obstructing S face. Large blocks of bedrock and ashlar with an open crypt.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes NO: 1

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Large ashlar blocks E/N/W faces - S face carved out of bedrock, box has been mortared to the base. Worked opening on the E end, bedrock has been intentionally carved away to form a crypt.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

Box, base and Crypt of tomb 25, looking at E face. L.Vann, 11/06/98.
E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 6: 33-34 7/06/01.

Tomb 25 - looking SW.
Tomb 25 - looking W.
TOMB NUMBER 26

A) GENERAL

DATE: 13/06/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH AD IS

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 256°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

26m and 344° from SW cnr to T28.
8m and 240° from SW cnr to T25.
35m and 132° from SW cnr to shepherds house constructed of wood and stone, with a cement roof (near tomb 27).
Can see water, stone jetty and local houses approx 300m to SE.
N of the E Baths.
This tomb is one of the highest upon the site, so much so that it can be seen clearly from the shore.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good, 30% erosion. Very large tomb, box is intact and found elevated high upon a stepped base of ashlar blocks. Lid lies on its side in the ground 2m SE of box and base. Small tree in SW corner minor obstruction one panel south side of box. Large square panel on the S flank.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Pointed Arch

AKROTERIA: Yes

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, 30% erosion. Not in situ, found only meters away underneath a large tree, lying on flank 2m to the SE of the box and base. In one piece, large holes of erosion have eaten into the surface.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, All square.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Good 20%, NW end boss chipped.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 30% erosion. One piece. Box on base in situ, in original orientation. Small bush obstructs the W end. The tomb has a long and shallow break that has damaged the top lip of the box's S flank. This break has also damaged the very top of an square panel.

INCISED: No

INSCRIBED: No

RELIEF: Yes

FACES: S

DESCRIBE: Large square panel and ansata.

PANEL Yes

SHAPE: Square

TABULATED ANSATA: Yes

SHAPE: Sigma.
PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 20 cms
PILASTERS: No
SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair, 30% erosion. Still in situ. Two steps of worked ashlar blocks, some of which have the unusual feature of bevelled or incised edges.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes
STEPS: Yes NO: 2
BEDROCK: Yes
HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes
PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE/RECORD MEASUREMENTS:

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:
2 steps of arranged ashlar blocks, some of which are bevelled or incised smoothly on the edges, these steps are built on a bedrock foundation.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:
Bevelled base blocks are a very unusual feature. This feature of bevelled blocks is often seen in buildings, the way in which some the blocks are haphazardly bevelled, (ie some are, some are not, some have 1 side bevelled, some multiple sides) could indicate that this base was made from reused blocks.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED
Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

**F) PHOTO DATA**

**PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY**: JH 6: 35, 9: 15-16 7/06/01.

![Tomb 26 - looking N.](image-url)
TOMB NUMBER 27

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 322°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

4m and 250° to modern shepherd's house constructed of stone and wood.
20m and 72° to T28.
Can see water, stone jetty and local houses approx 300m to SE.
N of the E Baths.
This tomb is situated high upon the ridge of Aperlae, it is well protected in a small
clearing between a shepherds modern house to the W and a series of large rocks and
overhanging trees to the N and E.

Tomb 27, looking NW. L. Vann, 12/06/00.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair, 50 % erosion. All surfaces except the NW end have been badly weathered, the NW one appears to have been protected from rain and wind by the overhanging tree and nearby farmhouse. Lid is found in one piece and is located in its original position upon the box, in its original orientation also. The box is beneath and is over half buried in the dirt. Both the lid and box are incised. The base is not visible at all but is likely to be buried beneath the box.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 60% erosion. Completely intact upon box. Break in hole found at the base of the SW flank, this break has also damaged the SW flank of the box. Lids ends incised in 'Crusader Shield' design.

INCISED: Yes

FACES: SE & NW ends

DESCRIBE: Ends incised in the 'Crusader Shield' design of with two triangular panels.

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, square and semi-circular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES: Fair, weathered, 70% erosion.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

This tomb is the only one upon which both plaster and paint have been discovered. The NW end appears to have been protected from the elements by virtue of its position in this protected grove. What appears to be base plaster can be seen in the below photo, it is
found in the very attic of the 'Crusader Shield' incised lid. It is composed of base that is grey/white in colour, this is a very smooth but solid material composed of high concentrations of minute coloured pebbles. The plaster is 5mm thick upon the surface of the lid.

At the base of the right hand panel of the incised 'Crusader Shield' lid this same base plaster can be found, upon this layer is a smooth layer of only the grey/white substance which is very smooth. Upon this smooth layer both red and yellow paint can be seen.
C) BOX

GENERAL CONDITION:

Very little visible, but that which is, is in fair condition, although badly weathered, 60% erosion. The box is intact, and in situ, with the lid still on. There is a large hole in the SW flank, and the W flank bears an inscription. The E and N sides are both largely buried.

INCISED:
Yes

FACES:
SE & SW

DESCRIBE:
Incised with a panel on the SE end and lettering on the SW flank, no panel.

INSCRIBED:
Yes

FACES:
SW flank, towards the upper S end of the flank.

IN PANEL:
No

OUTSIDE PANEL:
Yes

NO. OF LINES:
2

% LEGIBLE:
10%

RELIEF:
No

PANEL SHAPE:
Yes

Rectangular

TABULA ANSATA:
No

PILLOWS:
Yes

WALL THICKNESS:
16 cms

PILASTERS:
No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE
Not Visible
E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation. Would be ideal to excavate this tomb, particularly on the SW flank, more of the inscription exists beneath the soil. The other buried sides may also bear inscriptions, or further evidence of plaster or paint.

This unusual find upon the NW end of the lid makes this is the first tomb found on site with both paint and plaster, other tombs have plaster, but this is the only one with the combination of both plaster and paint. In need of further research and publication.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 8: 32-34 & , 9: 0-2. 10/06/01.

Tomb 27 - looking NE.
Tomb 27 - looking NW.
TOMB NUMBER 28

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 242°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

26m and 94° from SW cnr to T26.
20m and 254° from SW cnr to T27.
E of the modern farmhouse.

Water and stone jetty can be seen from here, also directly N of the E Baths.

This tomb is one of the highest upon the site, so much so that it can be seen clearly from the shore.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good, 10% erosion. An entire tomb, of very large proportions, not in original configuration. Box is on positioned on a very high 3 stepped ashlar base. The lid has been removed and lies upside down almost parallel to the box 1m to the N. Semicircular break hole on N flank, and lids ends incised in 'Crusader Shield' design.

B) LID

SHAPE: Pointed arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, 10% erosion. A very large lid, located .5m N of the box, upside down. No significant damage or erosion. Ends incised in the 'Crusader Shield' design of two triangular panels.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: E & W ends.
DESCRIBE: Ends incised in the 'Crusader Shield' design of two triangular panels.
RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, Semi circular and Square.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Flanks are Good in condition, 20% erosion, ends are quite eroded.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

A very large box in good condition, very little erosion, 10%. Box is completely intact and in its original position and orientation. Surface is in very good condition. Small semi circular break in the top N flank.

INCISED: No
INSCRIBED: No
RELIEF: No
PANEL: No
TABULA ANSATA: No
PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 22 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. A very large three stepped ashlar base, constructed of huge stretchers. Base is largely holding its original position and is really only falling askew on the E face. Built on a base of bedrock.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes NO: 4

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Yes, the inside of which is easily visible.

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Yes, 3 visible. NW cnr, NE cnr and on S flank.

DESCRIBE/RECORD MEASUREMENTS: NW -13cm diameter, 8 cm depth. NE - 14 cm diameter, na depth. S - 12 cm diameter, na depth.

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

A three stepped base of ashlers on a base platform of bedrock that is largely buried. Built to contain a crypt.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED
Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.
A rare tomb in that it has 3 divots, most tombs have only one if one can be located at all.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 9: 3-6 12/06/01.

Tomb 28 - looking SE.

Tomb 28, looking at W face - looking E.
TOMB NUMBER 29

A) GENERAL

DATE: 13/06/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JH & AD IS JH

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 200°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

8m and 227° to top of ancient staircase that leads NW.
14m and 182° to T32.
7m and 166° to T31.
Short polygonal wall to the S of the tomb, at an intersection of three ancient paths.
Tomb located high upon the slope, excellent location. Can see most of the sites features to the S, and the water also.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor, 60% erosion. All components of the tomb are present, but very little of them remain. This tomb is composed of a lid, on a box and base which are cut from the same piece of bedrock. Only 1/3 of the lid and box remain however, the entire Middle and E section of the tomb is missing. It look like the tomb has been intentionally destroyed and the rubble from this resides in the tomb today. The base is a wide platform of bedrock and appears to have been carved so that passer byers using this ancient intersection could be seated here to rest. Incised panels on N/S box face.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Pointed arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes
GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor 60% erosion. Only 1/3 of the lid, the W end remains in situ, it appears to have been intentionally destroyed, rather than naturally eroded to become the fragment it currently is. Plaster on lid. The lid has been incised in two triangular panels to form the design referred to as the 'Crusaders Shield'.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: S
DESCRIBE: Incised in the Crusader Shield design, two triangular panels.

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 3 remain, square, pointed arch.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Good, 30 % erosion, the W one is poor, 80 % erosion, badly chipped and eroded.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:

There is evidence of plaster in the very apex of this lid on the W end.
Tomb 29, W end, looking upwards at the attic of the lid, evidence of Plaster can be seen on the right. JH 13/06/01.

C) BOX

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, over half of the tomb is missing. E, N, S sides are covered in large stone rubble. Lid in situ on box. Box cut from same piece of bedrock as the base. Small square hole on the E end. Incised panels on all sides present.

The destroyed box. Looking SW. L Vann, 18/06/98.
INCISED: Yes
FACES: S, W & E
DESCRIBE: Incised panels.

INSCRIBED: No
RELIEF: No

PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: All rectangular

TABULA ANSATA: No
PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 13 cms
PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair, 50% erosion. Covered in rubble. Obstructed to E by wall and to the W by rubble.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: No

STEPS: Yes NO: 1

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Not Visible

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Yes

DESCRIBE/RECORD MEASUREMENTS: Diameter - 11cm, depth 10cm.

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:
Box and base are both cut from the same piece of bedrock. The base is a wide and flat platform which appears to have been created so to allow sitting room or 'bench space' for passers by.
E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED
Plaster found on lid. Could this be the base layer of plaster for a surface on which to paint? And bench

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 9: 17-18 13/06/01.

Tomb 29 - looking E.
Tomb 29 - looking N.
TOMB NUMBER 30

A) GENERAL

DATE: 12/6/01 and 24/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH RM IS

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 230°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Situated high upon the hill, is part of a natural rock cliff. This tomb stands high at a point where 3 ancient pathways intersect. Immediately E of an ancient staircase leading up to the N necropolis.
Can see water and the Tas Pinar residence from this tomb.
8m and 92° to T29.
5m and 194° to ancient steps.
14.5 and 2° to T25.

Tomb 30, looking W. L.Vann. 03/06/98.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good, 30% erosion. Lid missing. An open box is elevated high upon the base, both of which have been hewn from the natural bedrock, the tomb is still a part of the cliff face. N face of box and base buried. Small stone and mortar walls have been built alongside the E and W ends, this obstructs the NW & NE corner of box and base. Rectangular panel on S flank of box.

B) LID
Not Present

C) BOX
Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, 30% erosion. An open box cut from the same piece of bedrock that the base is, it vertically very elevated. There is an incised panel on S face, and traces of mortar. Box is full of dirt and rubble, N face is completely obstructed by the cliff wall and soil.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INCISED:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACES:</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIBE:</td>
<td>Incised with a panel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSCRIBED:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELIEF:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANEL:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAPE:</td>
<td>Rectangular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABULA ANSATA:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAPE:</td>
<td>Delta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PILLOWS:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALL THICKNESS:</td>
<td>15 cms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PILASTERS:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:
D) BASE  

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 30% erosion. Base is very large, hewn from the natural bedrock, surrounded on the N flank, NE and NW corners by a stone and mortar wall.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: No

STEPS: No

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: No

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: No

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Base and box are carved out of the same piece of natural bedrock, the base is worked only at the very top where it is cut away to form a platform where the box sits.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 9: 21-22 13/06/01.
Tomb 30 - looking NW.

Tomb 30 - looking N (mortared wall).
TOMB NUMBER 31

A) GENERAL

DATE: 13/06/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH IS AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 217°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

This tomb is barely visible as it is found in a vast pit of fallen rubble and blocks. Located between two collapsed walls. There are some masonry steps to the W of this tomb. The water and local houses are visible from the box. 9.2m and 202° to T32. 7m and 350° to T29. 14m and 118° to T38.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor, 50% erosion. The lid broken and is separated from the box. The largest fragment is found upside down at 9m and 132°. The box is 3/4 buried in large rubble. The base is completely buried beneath the box and is not visible.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Not Visible

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: No
GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor 50% erosion. Lid is broken and E end is missing. Only 1/2 lid remains.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 3 remain, semicircular and rectangular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Poor, 50% erosion.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 20% erosion. 3/4 of the box is buried in the rubble, very little of any of the faces are visible.

INCISED: Not Visible

INSCRIBED: Not Visible

RELIEF: Not Visible

PANEL: Not Visible

PILOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 17 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:
D) BASE  
Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 9: 23-26 13/06/01.

Tomb 31 lid - looking NW.
Tomb 31 - looking NE.
TOMB NUMBER 32

A) GENERAL

DATE: 13/6/01 and 23/06/01

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH 1S RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

LEVEL": 214'

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Can see directly down the hill (looking S) to N face of the E Baths from tomb. Approximately 2m NE of ancient masonry steps. On a steep slope. 14m and 6' to T29. 9.2m and 14' to T31. 8.2m and 160' from SW cnr to cnr of mortared stone wall.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair, 20% erosion. Completely intact tomb with all its component parts in their original position and orientation. N side and each of the ends are buried in the hill. S side is fully exposed but has a very large hole and crack that runs down to the base. The base is in fairly good condition but mostly buried. Not a lot of rubble around, a great deal of very large rocks and rubble is scattered around this area.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes
GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. 20% erosion. Square cut ridge is badly eroded on the E end, and obstructed by tree on N face.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 6, Square and semiovoid.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Good, 40% erosion, E end very eroded.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. 40% erosion. N face buried in side of hill. Wand E faces partially buried also. Very large rectangular shaped break hole in S face, this leads into a deep crack that runs vertically down to meet the base. Looking through this hole can see damage has also been done to the N face, a large portion of it is missing.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: E
DESCRIBE: Incised bevelled edge at top of box, 8cm in height.

INSCRIBED: No

RELIEF: No

PANEL No

TABULA ANSATA: No

PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 16 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

The very top of the box on the E end only has a small incised bevelled edge, approximately 8cm in height.

D) BASE Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair, 40% erosion. Only S flank visible. A base composed of both ashlar blocks and bedrock.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes No: 2

BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Not Visible

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Ashlar blocks arranged to form a step on a flat bedrock platform.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 9: 19-20 13/06/01.
TOMB NUMBER 33

A) GENERAL

DATE: 13/06/01 and 16/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & AD RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 216°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Large trees surround this area, can see the water and Tas Pinar residence from this tomb, also the north wall of the E baths and the jetty.
11m and 74° to ancient mortar stone wall E of tomb.
10m and 108° to T34.
12m and 244° to barrell vaulted chamber/cistern.

Looking NNE at T94 and T33. JH 13/06/01. (Note T94 renumbered as T71).

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Poor, 60 % erosion. Only the base and box remain. Box is underneath and completely obscured by large clump of trees to the E. The flat platform base upon which it appears the box sat is dispersed. Large ashlar blocks are scattered around the area immediately
below, and are not in situ. Actual blocks in good condition, mildly eroded. Platform obstructed by rubble on S face, ground on N face, and large trees on the E face. This tomb is immediately E of T94. It looks like the two tombs lined a small staircase, which seems to have allowed access to a raised upper terraced area. The wall that lines the terraced area has ashlar blocks with carved niches into which the tomb box's would have slotted, the wall also has a platform on which the tombs would have sat.

B) LID

Not Present

C) BOX

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, almost completely obscured by trees and rubble, hard to assess as a result. Separated from the base and located approximately 2m to SE underneath some large bushes and trees.

INCISED: Not Visible

INSCRIBED: Not Visible

RELIEF: Not Visible

PANEL: Not Visible

TABULA ANSATA: Not Visible

PILLOWS: Not Visible

WALL THICKNESS: NA cms

PILASTERS: Not Visible

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Poor, 40% erosion. Platform on which the tomb would have sat relatively intact but almost completely obscured by bushes, large ashlar blocks are scattered in the area
immediately below the platform, they formed part of the base, actual blocks in good condition.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: Yes

STEPS: Yes NO: 1 step visible.

BEDROCK: No

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Not Visible

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Yes

DESCRIBE/RECORD MEASUREMENTS: 9cm diameter, filled with dirt, unable to determine depth.

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

Appears that the base was a conglomerate of a platform of ashlar blocks, in a stepped like structure. One divot visible on SE cnr of fallen ashlar block, also has mortar.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BASE:

This tomb and tomb 94 appear to have fit into two neatly carved niches that would have accommodated the box. An interesting tomb in that it and T94 seem to be part of a wall or terrace like structure, with a small staircase like feature between T33 and T 94, it appears these two tombs would have flanked the stairs. This is a great location for these tombs, they are in a highly visible location and also have an excellent view because they are quite elevated upon the hillside.

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 11:20-25 13/06/01.
TOMB NUMBER 34

A) GENERAL

DATE: 13/06/01 and 24/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 250°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Situated in a grove of trees. On a steep slope, very large rocks surround this tomb. 10m and 280° to T33. 7m and 228° to ancient stone mortar wall. 5m and 85° to T35.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good. 60% erosion, Surface very rough with deep erosion, S end is orange/rust coloured with weathering. N end buried in ground. Semicircular hole in the top of the N end of the W flank. Panel and inscription on the W flank. Tomb is completely intact with all parts in original configuration and orientation.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. 60% erosion, in one piece, N end is completely obstructed by soil and trees.
INCISED: No
RELIEF: No
BOSSES: Yes
CARVED FIGURES: No
NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 5 visible, semi circular and square.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:
Poor, 80% erosion and badly chipped, N end not visible.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON Lid:

C) BOX Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Good 60% erosion. In one piece, N face completely buried. E and W faces partially buried. Break hole on W flank, and inscribed panel on W flank which is partially buried.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: W
DESCRIBE: Incised with a rectangular panel, ansata and lettering.

INSCRIBED: Yes
FACES: W
IN PANEL: Yes
OUTSIDE PANEL: No
NO. OF LINES: 9
% LEGIBLE: 20%
RELIEF: No
PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Rectangular
TABULA ANSATA: Yes
SHAPE: Delta

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 13 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

This inscription would be worth excavating because it is likely to be very well preserved because the soil would have protected it from erosion. Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 11: 18-19 13/06/01.

Tomb 34 - looking NE.
Tomb 34 - looking NW.
TOMB NUMBER 35

A) GENERAL

DATE: 13/06/01 and 24/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 302°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Can see water, Tas Pinar residence, jetty and N face of E Bath building.
Large trees to N. NE of large stone terrace wall.
There is a wall (less than 1m in height) between T36 and T35, it is 0.63m wide, constructed of blocks, rubble and mortar.
Immediately SE of T36
1.4m and 50° to T36.
6m and 56° to T37.
5.7m and 260° to T34.

Tomb 35 and 36 - looking NW.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good 30% erosion. 1/2 of tomb is obscured by trees the wall. This tomb is intact, the lid has been shifted from its original orientation upon the base possibly to allow robbers access to the inside. This has created unusual weathering patterns, small amounts of orange/rust coloured patches mark the tomb. Box and base intact and in original configuration.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Semi-circle

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes

GENERAL CONDITION:

Fair. Shifted on box, 30% erosion. In one complete piece, the square cut ridge is badly damaged and is almost non existant. The lid is almost buried in the soil and rubble of the above terrace, incomplete visibility.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 5 visible, semicircular and semi ovoid.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Good. 30% erosion. Can't see all, S side obscured.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:
C) BOX

GENERAL CONDITION:

30% erosion, obscured by trees and the wall between T36. Long and thin crack runs vertically down the entire S end. This end is also discoloured with orange/rust coloured erosion patterns due to the shifting of the lid.

INCISED: Yes
FACES: W
DESCRIBE: Incised panel barely visible, difficult to see due to obstructions.

INSCRIBED: Not Visible
RELIEF: No
PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Unable to determine

TABULA ANSATA: Not Visible
PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 15 cms
PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, 30% erosion. West side obscured by tree, only the S end is visible, other sides are buried. Base is bedrock.

ASHLAR BLOCKS: No
STEPS: Yes NO: 1
BEDROCK: Yes

HOLLOW CAVITY BELOW BOX: Not Visible

PRESENCE OF DIVOTS IN BASE: Not Visible

DESCRIBE CONSTRUCTION:

One large bedrock platform, has been hewn to form at least one raised step.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BASE:

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 11: 12-14 13/06/01.
Tomb 35 lid - looking SE.

Tomb 35 - looking W.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Good, 30% erosion. Lid on box, base buried in ground. Appears to be in original orientation. Small amounts of orange/rust coloured discolouration due to unusual weathering. Tree obstructs the N face.

B) LID

Present

SHAPE: Pointed arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes, is on E face of box.

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good, 30% erosion. Chip on SE end cnr. N face buried in terrace ground. Large crack through centre of lid. It has broken into two pieces. Large break hole in the base of the lid on the E flank. Square Cut Ridge has a large part missing from the centre.

INCISED: No

RELIEF: No

BOSSES: Yes

CARVED FIGURES: No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES: 5, can't observe the boss on the N. semi-circular.

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:

Good. 30% erosion, bosses have created a rust coloured discoloration on the box due to unusual weathering.

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:
C) BOX

Present

GENERAL CONDITION:

Good. 30% erosion. Large break hole on top of E flank (hole broken in lid and box). Mortar on W flank. Box has small amounts of discolouration due to unusual weathering, especially on the S end.

INCISED: No

INSCRIBED: No

RELIEF: No

PANEL: No

TABULA ANSATA: No

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 17 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE

Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, castings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 11: 15-16 13/06/01.
Tomb 35 and 36 - looking NW.

Tomb 36 - looking SW.
TOMB NUMBER 37

A) GENERAL

DATE: 14/6/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK JH JM & JH IS RM

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 216°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Large stone rubble litters the ground all around tombs 37, 35, and 36. Approximately 50m S to N wall of E baths. Can see Tas Pinar residence, water, jetty and N face of baths. Located under a tree.

19m and 322° from NW cnr to T33.
6m and 262° from NW cnr to T35.
4m and 272° from NW cnr to T36.
14.5m and 50° from SE cnr to T40.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. Intact tomb, very badly eroded, and obstructed by overgrown bushes, particularly on the N and W faces. Large break on SE corner in both the lid and the box. N face in ground and obscured by a tree. S panel inscribed.

B) LID

 Present

SHAPe: Pointed arch

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Yes

AKROTERIA: No

MORTAR: Yes (on S face of box)
**GENERAL CONDITION:**

Good. 30% erosion. N sides obstructed by large trees. In one piece. Broken on SE corner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCISED:</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RELIEF:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSSES:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARVED FIGURES:</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO. PRESENT/TYPES:</td>
<td>4, semi-circular.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:**

Fair. 60% erosion. W end very poor almost completely eroded away.

**SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON LID:**

**C) BOX**

**GENERAL CONDITION:**

Fair. 30% erosion. Lid is on box and in one piece. N face buried. E face partially buried and obscured by trees. Mortar visible on S face, inscription and panel present too.

| INCISED:       | Yes |
| FACES:         | S   |
| DESCRIBE:      | Incised with lettering. |
| INSCRIBED:     | Yes |
| FACES:         | S   |
| IN PANEL:      | Yes |
| OUTSIDE PANEL: | No  |
| NO. OF LINES:  | 10  |
| % LEGIBLE:     | 50% |
| RELIEF:        | Yes |
| FACES:         | S   |
| DESCRIBE:      | Panel and ansata in relief. |
PANEL: Yes
SHAPE: Square

TABULA ANSATA: Yes
SHAPE: Sigma

PILLOWS: Yes
WALL THICKNESS: 20 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON ROY: 

D) BASE Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 10: 13-14  13/6/01.
TOMB NUMBER 38

A) GENERAL

DATE: 13/6/01 and 23/06/00

RECORDING TEAM: RK AD JM & JJ IS RM AD

NECROPOLIS GROUP: East

LOCATED: On Land

BEARING: 230°

CONTIGUOUS FEATURES/LOCATION:

Due to earth movement and growth of the natural vegetation this tomb is difficult to see. Largely buried in the ground and under two large trees, S of tomb. Stone jetty on shore to the SE visible. Large rocks and fallen rubble surround area. Local house, and the water visible. 9.2m and 278° to T31. 5m and 256° to cistern. 11m and 60° to T39.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION/CONDITION OF ENTIRE TOMB:

Fair. 60% erosion. Lid and base in situ, base completely buried beneath. The lid’s entire E end is missing, so that only two thirds of it remain. Box is almost completely buried also.

B) LID

SHAPE: Present

SQUARE CUT RIDGE: Pointed arch

AKROTERIA: Yes

MORTAR: No

MORTAR: Yes
GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair. 60% erosion. One third of lid missing, N side obscured by rubble and soil.

INCISED:
No

RELIEF:
No

BOSSES:
Yes

CARVED FIGURES:
No

NO. PRESENT/TYPES:

GENERAL CONDITION OF BOSSES:
Poor. 80% erosion. Bosses chipped.

SPECIAL FEATURES/OTHER INFO ON LID:

C) BOX
Present

GENERAL CONDITION:
Fair. 60% erosion. Very little of it is visible, obstructed by rocks on E and W faces. Buried on N flank. Box is filled with rubble and soil.

INCISED:
Yes

FACES:
S

DESCRIBE:
Long narrow panel incised into surface with circular ansata, incised with letters also.

INSCRIBED:
Yes

FACES:
S

IN PANEL:
Yes

OUTSIDE PANEL:
No

NO. OF LINES:
5

% LEGIBLE:
3%

RELIEF:
No

PANEL:
Yes
SHAPE: Rectangular

TABULA ANSATA: Yes
SHAPE: Circular

PILLOWS: Yes

WALL THICKNESS: 20 cms

PILASTERS: No

SPECIAL FEATURES/ OTHER INFO ON BOX:

D) BASE Not Visible

E) ANY OTHER INFO ON TOMB/SPECIAL NOTES/FURTHER INFO NEEDED

Needs to be surveyed and located on map, eastings, northings and elevation.

F) PHOTO DATA

PHOTO NUMBER/TAKEN BY: JH 9: 29-30 13/06/01.

Tomb 38 - looking N.